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PART I
General Summary
On 5 January 2015, at 9:40 am, six male ski racers, on a day off from gate-training, skied
off-piste (off the groomed trail into an uncontrolled area) in Sölden, Austria. Two of them,
Ronnie Berlack and Bryce Astle, lost their lives.
Of the six skiers involved in the tragedy, five were members of the U.S. Ski D (Development)
Team, with the sixth a Great Britain skier who was a training and traveling with them. Sölden
was the initial stop for the ‘D’ Team on a multi-week European race and training trip. They
had planned to recover from jet-lag and train in Sölden, before traveling to their initial races.
Sölden is a U.S. Ski Team training base, located two hours southwest of Innsbruck. It is
traditionally used in the autumn, but the lack of snow in late December in Europe led U.S.
Ski Team coaches to return to Sölden, where there are high altitude and glacier options for
training. While the team traveled to Europe, heavy snowfall created soft surfaces in Sölden,
diminishing its value as an initial training site.
The six athletes took their first run of the day from the top of the 3058 meter high (10,000 ft)
Gaislachkogl peak. They skied down a groomed and marked trail until they decided to leave
the piste. Making a skier’s left turn, they entered an ungroomed, uncontrolled, steep open
slope that led to another marked, groomed trail more than 350 meters below. None of the
skiers were carrying avalanche safety gear (transceivers, shovels, or probes). They most likely
triggered an avalanche as a group. It engulfed two of the six skiers and buried them.
The two avalanche victims were found almost an hour afterwards via probing and digging.
Rescue procedures were performed by the surviving four athletes, a few European skiers, the
ski patrol, and mountain rescue personnel. The two victims were found 3-4 meters deep and
were pronounced dead on the scene.
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PART II
Detailed Accident Report
The avalanche fracture line was 30-40 cm tall. The avalanche was 30-40 meters wide and ran
350 vertical meters. It was a size 2 avalanche on a scale of 1-5.
The avalanche failed on a layer of facets on an ice crust: HS-AS-D2-R3-O (meaning it was a
hard slab, human triggered, destructive size 2, relative size 3, sliding on a layer of old snow).

Avalanche Details
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Sölden Ski Area, Austria
Date: 5 January 2015
Time: 9:40 am CEST (Central European Standard Time)
Summary Description: 6 off-piste skiers in group, 2 off-piste skiers caught,
both fully buried and killed
Primary Activity: Off-piste skiing
Primary Mode of Travel: Free-ride skis (used in skiing powder snow)

Numbers
Group Size: 6
Caught: 2
Fully Buried: 2
Injured: 0
Killed: 2

Avalanche Info
Type: Soft slab
Trigger: Skier
Size: 3 (Medium)
Sliding Surface: Old snow
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Site Data
Slope Aspect: N
Starting Zone: 2500m
Slope Angle: 40 degrees
Slope Characteristic: Open
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Avalanche Comments
This was an unintentional, human-triggered, wind slab avalanche. All six skiers were in the
avalanche starting zone at the same time. As reported by the Austrian authorities, it was of
medium size, which means it could bury a car, destroy a small building, or break trees. The
avalanche followed open, undulating terrain: characterized by convex and concave rollovers,
intermittent rock outcroppings, and isolated trees in the middle of its path. It funneled
through a steep, open drainage then piled up deeply on the abrupt transition at Piste #30,
which is a cat track running along the bottom of a larger “U” shaped valley called Rettenbach
Tal. Piste #30 was closed due to existing avalanche danger on the runs which fed into it,
including the one that slid.
The crown face was 40 cm tall and 30–40 m across. The avalanche ran 350 meters to Piste
#30 on the valley floor.

Weather Summary
The New Year started with high pressure and sunny skies, but that changed on 3 January.
A fast moving storm swept into mountains on a strong northwesterly flow. The ZamgWetterdienststelle Innsbruck’s (ZAMG) forecast (available in the Lawinenwarndienstes Tirol
avalanche bulletin) called for winds by evening to reach gale strength. By the next morning
the gale-force winds had eased and cooler temperatures arrived as winds shifted to a more
northerly direction. Light snow continued to fall in the mountains. The day of the accident
was mostly sunny and clear with a high pressure system sitting over western Austria.
The temperatures were rising during the day, with some cold wind that may have been
transporting snow.
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Image 1. Map of 24 hour difference in snow depths, showing upwards of 30 cm in the high
mountains of the Sölden area, #22.

Snowpack History
Due to a period of little-to-no snowfall before Christmas, combined with very low
temperatures, the snowpack was, generally, very poorly structured with several layers of
crusts and faceted crystals. Additionally, there was much wind-transported snow atop
more loosely packed powder. There were other slab avalanches observed, natural and skier
triggered, in the area the week preceding this accident.
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The LWD Tirol Danger Ratings
Like all avalanche forecast services around the world, the Austrians use the international
5-level danger scale (image 2). This scale is often referred to in avalanche bulletins. The
international definitions are a bit different from those used in North America, and can be
reviewed by visiting https://lawine.tirol.gv.at/en/basics/dangerscale/.

Image 2. International avalanche danger scale

Avalanche Conditions Summary
The Lawinenwarndienstes Tirol (LWD Tirol, Avalanche Warning Service Tyrol) issues daily
online avalanche bulletins in English each morning at 0730 hours. The bulletins present the
regional avalanche situation and weather with graphics and text. Image 3 on the following
page, shows the bulletin from the morning of the accident (5 January 2015).
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Image 3. Avalanche bulletin from the day of the accident, 5 January 2015.

The Headlines and key comments from the LWD Tirol morning avalanche bulletins for the
days leading up to the accident:

LWD Tirol Morning Avalanche Bulletins
Headlines and key comments from the days leading up to the accident
1 Jan | Treacherous avalanche situation regionally above the tree line…
Immense restraint is required on very steep, shady slopes, particularly between approximately
2200 and 2600 m, where slab avalanches can be triggered in the old snowpack… Snowdrift is
settling and stabilizing. Old snow on north facing slopes remains prone to triggering.
2 Jan | Above 2200 m, ongoing considerable danger, old snowpack is trigger-sensitive…
Avalanche danger has receded somewhat since yesterday, which was a very avalanche-ridden
day. Naturally triggered avalanches are no longer to be expected today, but the danger level
above 2200 m is still considerable… Beware fresh snowdrift, newly forming as a result of
stormy winds.
3 Jan | Above 2100 m, ongoing treacherous situation. Beware gliding masses due to rain!…
Avalanche danger levels remain considerable, at least above approximately 2100 m… As a
result of approaching snowfall and storm the treacherous situation continues.
4 Jan | Ongoing treacherous avalanche situation…
Avalanche danger remains treacherous for all winter sports participants. Above
approximately 2100 m the danger lies at critical level 3 (considerable); below that altitude,
moderate widespread; in southern East Tirol, low. The delicate situation was amply
demonstrated by repeated naturally triggered avalanches during the night due to higher
temperatures and rainfall, but also from skiers triggering them, one of which was fatal
yesterday in the southern Ötztal Alps.
5 Jan | Treacherous avalanche situation widespread above 2200 m…
The avalanche situation in Tirol’s backcountry touring regions is treacherous above 2200 m,
the danger level is considerable over wide ranging areas. The major peril stems from freshly
formed snowdrift accumulations which are prone to triggering and can release even by
minimum additional loading, i.e. the weight of one sole skier. Avalanche prone locations are
found on steep slopes in all aspects… Avalanche danger will diminish only incrementally.
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ACCIDENT LOCATION

START OF RUN

BODIES FOUND

Detailed Accident Description

The Day Before the Accident (4 January 2015)
This was the first day of skiing for the U.S. Ski Team ‘D’ (Development) Squad, after arriving
in Sölden, Austria, the night of 3 January. Since the trails were soft due to new snowfall, the
athletes were given the day off from training and went free-skiing. Five of the eight athletes
and one coach skied on- and off-piste all day. The other three athletes did drills on the
groomed on-piste trails. The athletes noticed loose snow avalanche activity that day.
The evening of 4 January, the coaches cancelled morning gate training for the following day
knowing that the occurring added snowfall would render the trails too soft for gate training.
Overnight (4-5 January), four to six inches of snow fell in the region accompanied by strong
winds.
The group was staying in the rented U.S. Ski Team apartment, five minutes from the primary
lifts of Sölden in the Öztal Valley, Tirol region of Austria

The Day of the Accident (5 January 2015)
The coaches made a plan for the six skiers to take a few runs on their own, then join the
coaches to do directed giant slalom skiing on the groomed runs. The coaches told them
not to cross any rope lines (“don’t duck any ropes”) or ski in any closed terrain. There was
no discussion within the group about avalanche danger. One person carried a radio to
communicate with the coaches. The group of six rode the gondola up to the Gaislachkogl
peak, with its summit station at 3058 meters. Riding up the mountain, they talked about
being careful not to injure themselves in the new snow. Before departing the summit, the
group took morning photos viewing the pristine, snowy Austrian and Italian Alps. There was
no specific leader.
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On the route the athletes followed that morning — through the lower, mid station, and the
summit cable car buildings — there were no warnings in English about the risk of traveling
off the marked trails. These warnings were only in German (image 4).

Image 4. Warnings and important information about ski routes shown only in German.

The group exited the summit cable car building at the top of the resort. In front of them
was a static trail map on the west side of the public bathroom building (image 5). It did not
show whether a trail was open or closed. Around the corner of the building (on the south
side), adjacent to the trail map, there was an electronic avalanche warning sign, titled Freeride
Checkpoint. The boys did not see this sign. If they had skied to Piste #1 via the left side of the
building (north side), the sign was not visible. If they skied to Piste #1 via the right side of this
building (west side), the sign was to their backs (image 6).
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Image 5. Line of sight exiting the summit cable car (looking eastward). The west side of the
public bathroom building showing the trail map is directly ahead.
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Image 6. Public bathroom building showing the trail map (west side), Freeride Checkpoint sign
(south side), and direction of travel from the lift to Piste #1.
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In Europe, groomed trails are called pistes. If a person leaves a groomed trail (or piste), they
are entering an uncontrolled environment which may or may not have had avalanche control
work done. The ski resorts do not take responsibility for making these areas safe. This policy
differs from North America where all trails (or runs) — groomed or ungroomed — within the
outer boundaries of a resort are controlled for avalanches and considered safe to ski.
Sölden has 143 km of marked and controlled ski pistes. They are named #1 through #43. The
vast open slopes, chutes, and bowls in between are called off-piste runs, and are not controlled
for safety.
As the group skied down Piste #1, they passed a few steep off-piste runs to their left. These
runs were roped off or marked as closed due to the extreme terrain and lack of early winter
snow. The group obeyed the coaches’ instruction and did not ski any closed runs.
A few turns later, at 2500 m, they stopped at the top of an off-piste run, known as Rote Karl.
They had not skied this run before. There were no ropes or closure signs at the top of the
piste. They discussed whether or not they could get back to the closest lift (the Stabele chair)
from the bottom of the slope.
The group traversed down a little more until they could see fresh tracks of three skiers who
had descended along the right edge Rote Karl. From this point, they saw three skiers who had
just descended safely to the bottom of the slope in Rettenbach Tal (the valley below), they
collectively decided to ski the slope. All the skiers were in the starting zone of the run at the
same time, meaning it was likely that their collective weight triggered the avalanche.
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The Avalanche Accident (5 January 2015)
Skier 1 descended just to the left of the fresh tracks from the previous group, then was
followed by Skiers 2, 3, and 4, each skiing to the left of the previous skiers tracks so they could
get fresh powder.
After about four turns, Skier 1 felt the snow collapse under his feet and saw what he thought
was a sluff (loose surface snow) on his skis. Following close behind, Skier 2 said it sounded
like a loud crack. He immediately knew it was an avalanche so he built up his speed and
turned out to the right. Skier 1 noticed sliding snow, which increased to heavier debris,
coming through his legs. He noticed Skier 2 on his left, heading straight down the mountain
in an urgent manner, then turning sharp right. Sensing a danger, Skier 1 changed his plan to
turn left, instead followed Skier 2, building up his speed and turning to the right toward the
edge of the sliding snow, thus he avoided being caught and carried by the slide. Skiers 1 and 2
saw Skier 3 go by, engulfed in the sliding slab. They heard him yell, “Oh, Sh*t.” They did not
see Skier 4, as he was already engulfed.
Just after Skiers 3 and 4 began descending, Skier 5 started across the top of the run to the
right, and was about to turn downhill when he heard, felt, and saw the avalanche fracture
several meters above him. Skier 5 continued to cross to the right to safety. Skier 6, the
highest on the slope, skied to the left to get out of the sliding snow, which broke about 4
meters above him. Skier 1 and Skier 2 watched as the avalanche sped by, and waited until it
stopped, piling up on the abrupt transition of Piste #30, a cat track running at the bottom
of Rettenbach Tal. It was a classic ‘terrain trap’ scenario where the snow piled deeply at the
abrupt terrain change, from steep to flat. Skiers 1 and 2 ‘straight lined’ quickly down the
powder snow to the right of the avalanche path to the debris pile at the bottom. Skier 3 and
Skier 4 were nowhere to be seen.
Skier 6 called his coach on his radio. All three coaches were nearby evaluating skiing terrain
for later gate training. Skiers 5 and 6 skied down to join the other skiers at the debris pile at
the bottom and began to search.
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Image 7. Skier tracks, avalanche path, and burial location.

Recovery
The run-out zone of the avalanche (image 8) was at the bottom of the valley where Piste #30,
a cat track, created an abrupt transition where the debris collected heavily to a depth of 4
meters (15 feet).
Skier 3 and Skier 4 were fully buried very deeply, 3 and 4 meters. Upon arrival, Skier 5 and
Skier 6 both borrowed avalanche probes from the group of three German speaking skiers
whose tracks they had followed. The German speakers had been carrying appropriate
avalanche equipment and had witnessed the entire avalanche. They immediately made the
emergency call, which launched the local and regional search and rescue authorities, and
joined the search with their equipment.
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Image 8. Run out zone and debris pile across Piste #30. The cat road created a terrain trap
where the snow piled deeply rather than spread out. The extraction holes of the two victims
are visible.

Within seconds, all the probes were being used to search for Skier 3 and Skier 4. An organized
search group of professional mountain rescuers and ski patrol arrived within minutes and
multiple helicopters arrived shortly thereafter.
Skiers 3 and 4 were found via avalanche probe use within about 40 and 50 minutes,
respectively, at 3 meters and 4 meters deep. They were not breathing and had no pulse.
Doctor-led resuscitation attempts at the scene were to no avail.
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Comments
An investigation of the snowpack near the fracture line of the avalanche, revealed clear
evidence that the avalanche ran on a hard layer (most likely a rain crust) which had a weak
layer of faceted crystals on top of it (image 9). This was all underneath a cohesive wind slab
layer of recent snow, which was still soft enough to provide powder conditions for the skiers.

Image 9. Weak layer is clearly visible to the right of the shovel blade (different color and
consistency), as well as to the left of the shovel where a black-colored instrument is marking
the layer.
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PART III
Learning Outcomes & Resources
This section takes a closer look at contributing factors of the accident, the learning
outcomes, and provides resources for further education.

Situational Awareness (SA)
Situational Awareness is the perception of environmental events, the comprehension of
their meaning, and the projection of their status after some variable has changed. SA is being
aware of what is happening all around you. It leads to understanding how information,
events, and your own actions will impact your well being, both immediately and in the near
future.
•

State of Situational Awareness
During this trip, until the moment of the accident, there was a lower state of SA among
the U.S. Ski Team coaches and the athletes with them. While highly focused on executing
an adequate gate training plan, no one in the group was aware of the mounting regional
danger caused by snowfall. There was no discussion within the group about the present
avalanche danger. No coach or athlete knew the fundamental differences between
the signage and snow control policies in Austria and the U.S. Their knowledge of
warning systems, trail markings, and risk factors was inadequate to stay safe under such
conditions.

•

Understanding the Posted Warning
The warning system clearly communicated on 5 January 2015, a Level 3, ‘considerable,’
warning in Sölden. This warning level should have been enough to lead the group to
avoid steeper, untracked slopes. But for that to happen, they needed to be aware of the
warning level and its meaning in a practical sense, which takes avalanche education and
SA.
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National Country Differences
There are substantial differences among all countries of the world in snow safety policies and
warning systems. The meaning of on-piste and off-piste, open and closed vary vastly from place
to place. Substantial differences between the U.S. and Austria resulted in misunderstandings
that were major contributors. These differences include:
•

Trail Systems and Markings
Closed off-piste runs in Austria are not necessarily marked with ropes and signs.
Electronic warning signs are used, as well as the general policy that skiing off-piste is
done so AT YOUR OWN RISK. Foreigners often misunderstand the information displays
and therefore miss critical information about the trail systems and warnings.

•

Language
The physical signage, and other warning communications detailing that skiing off the
groomed trail is at your own risk, were only in German.

•

Avalanche Safety Policies and Risk Mitigation
Many North Americans do not know that after significant snowfall, or wind loading,
European mountains have above treeline, vast, apparently open, deadly areas that look
completely innocuous. In the U.S. these areas are routinely closed, blocked off, and clearly
labeled until the snow risks are mitigated and the areas are safe to re-open. A persistent
weak layer, which existed on this day, is a long-term problem which can last all season.

Avalanche Knowledge and Training
•

Knowledge of Local Avalanche Warnings
The local avalanche warning report was not sought, received, nor communicated — and
therefore, was not heeded by the U.S. Ski Team coaches or athletes.

•

Danger Level Scale
Level 3 is the most ambiguous rating as it is in the middle of the scale. Avalanche danger
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increases exponentially, doubling with each level, from Levels 1-5. This critical fact is
poorly communicated by the linear presentation on the warning scale (see page 6). As a
community, we should agree on a better way to present the levels of avalanche danger.
•

Avalanche Safety Training
The U.S. Ski Team coaches and athletes had little or no avalanche safety training. Most
U.S. ski clubs and the U.S. Ski Team, as of 5 January 2015, did not provide avalanche
training. Most avalanche training teaches how ski areas are marked and managed around
the world, how the warning systems work and their meanings, and how to mitigate risk
and danger while proceeding. The lack of training amongst everyone involved, was a
major contributing factor.

•

Trip Leadership
Trip leaders and coaches need an appropriate level of leadership and snow safety
education to keep athletes safe at venues (race and training) in avalanche prone terrain.

Human Factors
Human factors in decision making are usually referred to as cognitive biases in psychology and
the behavior science fields. The following human factors are common in avalanche accidents
and may have been contributing elements in this case.
•

Acceptance
We want group acceptance so we may not speak up or we may follow along without
questioning.

•

Social Proof
When we see others doing something, we tend to follow them. For instance, if we see the
tracks of others down a slope, we are more likely to assume it is safe since others have
proceeded earlier.
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•

Group Think and Group Dynamics
When one person has an idea and it grows with group enthusiasm. In this case, they were
a group of peers with no specific leader and no systematic way to discuss safety concerns.
Perhaps one simple question, by either the coaches or athletes, could have changed the
outcome — a question such as, “Do they do avalanche control in Europe the same as in
the U.S.?”

Resources — Learn More
•

Avalanche.org | www.avalanche.org
The website of the American Avalanche Center, a central point for avalanche information
and forecasts in North America.

•

BRASS Foundation | www.brassfoundation.org
Develops and furthers educational efforts in memory of Bryce and Ronnie.

•

Know Before You Go | www.kbyg.org
Video and website covering the five points of avalanche safety and preparedness.

•

AIARE | http://avtraining.org/
Develops avalanche course materials for the United States, South America, and
Europe. There are over 90 course providers and 300 instructors representing AIARE
internationally.

To learn more about how peer pressure can influence decision making, read the article
Addressing Human Factors in Avalanche Accidents, published on the Ski Utah website.
https://ski.utah.edu/feature/addressing-human-factors-in-avalanche-accidents/

This report is based on interviews with those involved in the accident and their coaches; the official documents provided
by rescuers and local authorities; and subsequent visits to the site by parents of the victims. Further details and facts could
emerge over time. This report may or may not reflect the position of BRASS (Bryce & Ronnie Athlete Snow Safety Foundation),
its members or committees. It is being issued as a learning tool to further safety on snow.
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